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Introduction
Development of distributed applications requires the ability to analyze their behavior at run time whether to debug or control the execution. In particular, it is sometimes essential to know if a property is satis ed (or not) by a distributed computation. Properties of the computation, which specify desired (or undesired) evolutions of the program's execution state, are described by means of predicates over local variables of component processes. A basic predicate refers to the program's execution state at a given time. These predicates are divided into two classes called local predicates and global predicates. A local predicate is a general boolean expression de ned over the local state of a single process, whereas a global predicate is a boolean expression involving variables managed by several processes. Due to the asynchronous nature of a distributed computation, it is impossible for a process to determine the total order in which the events occurred in the physical time. Consequently, it is often impossible to determine the global states through which a distributed computation passed through, complicating the task of ascertaining if a global predicate became true during a computation.
Basic predicates are used as building blocks to form more complex class of predicates such as linked predicates 14], simple sequences 5, 9, 1], interval-constrained sequences 1], regular patterns 4] or atomic sequences 8, 9] . The above class of properties are useful in characterizing the evolution of the program's execution state, and protocols exist for detecting these properties at run time by way of language recognition techniques 2].
When the property (i.e., a combination of the basic properties) contains no global predicate, the detection can be done locally without introducing any delays, without de ning a centralized process and without exchanging any control messages. Control information is just piggybacked to the existing message of the application. However, if the property refers at least to one global predicate, then all possible observations of the computation must be considered. In other words, the detection of the property requires the construction and the traversal of the lattice of consistent global states representing all observations of the computation. When the property reduces to one global predicate, the construction of the lattice can be avoided in some cases. If the property is expressed as a disjunction of local predicates, then obviously no cooperation between processes is needed in order to detect the property during a computation. A form of global predicate, namely, the conjunction of local predicates, has been the focus of research 5, 6, 7, 12, 17] during the recent years. In such predicates, the number of global states of interest in the lattice is considerably reduced because all global states that includes a local state where the local predicate is false need not be examined.
Previous Work
The problem of global predicate detection has attracted considerable attention lately and a number of global predicate detection algorithms have been proposed in the recent past. In the centralized algorithm of Cooper and Marzullo 3] , every process reports each of its local states to a process, which builds a lattice of the global computation and checks if a state in the computation satis es the global predicate. The power of this algorithm lies in generality of the global predicates it can detect; however, the algorithm has a very high overhead. If a computation has n processes and if m is the maximum number of events in any process, then the lattice consists of O(m n ) states in the worst case. Thus, the worst case time complexity of this algorithm is O(m n ). The algorithm in 10] has linear space complexity; however, the worst case time complexity is still linear in the number of states in the lattice.
Since the detection of generalized global predicates by building and searching the entire state space of a computation is utterly prohibitive, researchers have developed faster, more e cient global predicate detection algorithms by restricting themselves to special classes of predicates. For example, a form of global predicate that is expressed as the conjunction of several local predicates has been the focus of research 5, 6, 7, 12, 17] recently. Detection of such predicates can be done during a replay of the computation 12, 17] or during the initial computation 5, 6, 7] .This paper focus on the second kind of solution which allows one to detect the predicate even before the end of the computation. In the Garg-Waldecker centralized algorithm to detect such predicates 6], a process gathers information about the local states of the processes, builds only those global states that satisfy the global predicate, and checks if a constructed global state is consistent. In the distributed algorithm of Garg and Chase 7] , a token is used that carries information about the latest global consistent state (cut) such that the local predicates hold at all the respective local states. The worst case time complexity of both these algorithms is O(mn 2 ) which is linear in m and is much smaller than the worst case time complexity of the methods that require searching the entire lattice. However, the price paid is that not all properties can be expressed as the conjunction of local predicates.
Recently, Stoller and Schneider 16] proposed an algorithm that combines the Garg-Waldecker approach 6] with any approach that constructs a lattice to detect Possibly( ). (A distributed computation satis es Possibly( ) i predicate holds in a state in the corresponding lattice.) This algorithm has the best features of both INRIA the approaches { it can detect Possibly( ) for any predicate and it detects a global predicate expressed as the conjunction of local predicates in time linear in m (the maximum number of events in any process).
Paper Objectives
This paper presents an e cient distributed algorithm to detect conjunctive form global predicates in distributed systems. We prove the correctness of the algorithm and compare its performance with that of the previous algorithms to detect conjunctive form global predicates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we de ne system model and introduce necessary de nitions and notations. Section 3 presents the rst global predicate detection algorithm and gives a correctness proof. The second algorithm is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we compare the performance of the proposed algorithms with the existing algorithms for detecting conjunctive form global predicates. Finally, Section 6 contains the concluding remarks.
2 System Model, De nitions, and Notations
Distributed Computations
A distributed program consists of n sequential processes denoted by P 1 ,P 2 , ,P n .
The concurrent execution of all the processes on a network of processors is called a distributed computation. The processes do not share a global memory or a global clock. Message passing is the only way for processes to communicate with one another. The computation is asynchronous: each process evolves at his own speed and messages are exchanged through communication channels, whose transmission delays are nite but arbitrary. We assume that no messages are altered or spuriously introduced. No assumption is made about the FIFO nature of the channels.
Events 2.2.1 De nition and Notations
Activity of each process is modeled by a sequence of events (i.e., executed action).
Three kinds of events are considered: internal, send, and receive events. Let e x i denote the x th event which occurs at process P i . Figure 1 shows an example of distributed computation involving two processes P 1 and P 2 . In this example, event e 2 1 is a send event and event e 1 2 is the corresponding receive event. Event e 1 1 is an internal event. For each process P i , we de ne an additional internal event denoted as e 0 i that occurred at process P i at the beginning of the computation. So, during a given computation, execution of process P i is characterized by a sequence of events:
E i e 0 i e 1 i e 2 i e x i .
Furthermore, if the computation terminates, the last action executed at process P i (denoted as e m i i ) is followed by an imaginary internal event denoted as e m i +1 i .
Causal Precedence Relation Between Events
The \happened-before" causal precedence relation of Lamport induces a partial order on the events of a distributed computation. This transitive relation, denoted by , is de ned as follows: 8e x i ; 8e y j ; e x i e y j ()
There exists a message m such that e x i is a send event (sending of m to P j ) and e y j is a receive event (receiving of m from P i ) 2 2 , , xn n g is consistent, it is identi ed by (x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ).
The set of all consistent global states of a distributed computation form a lattice whose minimal element is the initial global state (0; 0; ; 0). An edge exists from (x 1 ; ; x i ; ; x n ) to (x 1 ; ; x i + 1; ; x n ) if the distributed computation can reach the latter from the former when process P i executes its next event e x i +1
i . Each path of the lattice starting at the minimal element corresponds to a possible observation of the distributed computation. Each observation is identi ed by a sequence of events where all events of the computation appear in an order consistent with the \happen before" relation of Lamport. The maximal element (m 1 ; m 2 ; ; m n ) is called the nal global state and exists only if all the processes of the distributed computation have terminated.
Given a computation and a predicate on a global state , we can use the two modal operators proposed by Cooper and Marzullo 3] to obtain two di erent properties, namely, Possibly( ) and De nitely( ). A distributed computation satis es Possibly( ) if and only if the lattice has a consistent global state verifying the predicate , whereas De nitely( ) is satis ed by the computation if and only if each observation (i.e., each path in the lattice) passes through a consistent global state verifying . In this paper, we focus on the class of global predicates formed as the conjunction of local predicates and we consider only the rst satisfaction rule: Possibly( ). This rule is particularly attractive to test and debug distributed executions.
Conjunctions of Local Predicates
A local predicate de ned over the local state of process P i is denoted as L i . Notation x i j = L i indicates that the local predicate L i is satis ed when process P i is in the local state x i . Due to its de nition, a local predicate L i can be evaluated by process P i at any time without communicating with any other process.
We extend the meaning of symbol j = to intervals as follows: As the property to detect is expressed as a conjunction of local predicates, this particular solution, if it exists, is well de ned in the computation. The set of intervals that includes this solution is also well de ned. We denote this set of intervals f F 1 1 ; F 2 2 ; ; Fp p g and we say that this set of intervals is the rst one which veri es .
3 Detection Algorithms for Conjunction of Local Predicates
Overview
As mentioned in the previous section, Possibly( ) is veri ed by detecting a set of concurrent intervals, each of which veri es its local predicate. We have developed the following two approaches to resolve this problem:
1. In the rst approach, processes always keep track of sets of concurrent intervals. For each such set, each process checks whether its interval in the set veri es its local predicate. 2. In the second approach, a process always keeps track of a set of intervals, each of which veri es its local predicate. For each such set, the process checks whether all intervals in the set are concurrent.
Thus, algorithms designed for those complementary approaches are dual of each other. This section described the algorithm corresponding to the rst approach in detail, including its correctness proof. The next section describes an algorithm corresponding to the second approach.
The First Algorithm 3.2.1 Dependency Vectors
To identify a set of p concurrent intervals, the algorithm keeps track of causal dependencies among intervals by using a vector clock mechanism similar to that described 
The following result holds: 
Cuts
In addition to the vector clock, each process P i (1 i n) maintains an integer vector C i 1. at P j is certain to verify its local predicate. Thus, if the system is not certain whether the interval veri es its local predicate, B i j] is set to false. To maintain this condition, the cut C and the B vector must be exchanged among processes. When P i sends a message, it includes vectors C i , B i , and D i in the message.
Descriptions of the Algorithm
A formal description of the algorithm is given in Section 3.4. The algorithm consists of the following three procedures that are executed at a process P i :
A procedure A that is executed each time local predicate L i associated to P i (1 i p) becomes true.
A procedure B that is executed when P i (1 i n) sends a message. A procedure C that is executed when P i (1 i n) receives a message. If the log is empty, none of the intervals that precedes the new interval can form a set of intervals that veri es . In particular, this remark holds for the last interval that ends just when the current execution of procedure B (i.e., the sending action) occurs. Consequently, the last interval (and also all the intervals of P i that causally 
Extra messages
The algorithm is able to detect if a solution exists without adding extra-message during the computation and without de ning a centralized process. The algorithm depends on the exchange of computation message between processes to detect the predicate. As a consequence, not only the detection may be delayed, but also in some cases the computation may terminate and the existing solution may go unde- 
2
The following lemma guarantees that a cut C i always keeps track of a set of concurrent intervals. Proof: C i is updated only in one of the following three ways:
1. When a receive event is executed, by executing C:= D. 2. When a receive event is executed by taking maximum of C i and C j (the cut contained in the message sent by process P j ), and then by taking maximum of C i and D log i (The oldest value of the dependency vector still in the log). The following lemma proves that the algorithm keeps making progress if it has not encountered a solution.
Lemma 4: Suppose process P i has executed the algorithm at the x th communication event " x i (i.e., P i is in the interval x i ) and that the set f 1.
does not verify L i :
In this case, at " x i , P i could not nd an interval that veri es L i , and therefore, C x i i] was set to x (i.e., the value of D x i i]). At the next communication event " x+1 i , P i updates at least the i th entry of C i by setting C x+1
i i] to D x+1 i i]. Thus C x i < C x+1 i .
2. There exists at least one process P k (1 k p) such that
In this case, P k will eventually advance C k k] to a value greater than C x i k] (refer to Case 1). This new value computed when event " z k occurs will propagate to other processes. Extra messages eventually exchanged at the end of the computation guarantee that there will eventually be a communication event " y j at a process P j such that that " z k " y j and C x i < C y j .
Finally, the following theorem shows that is veri ed in a computation i the algorithm detects a solution. P i is updated C i k] to C x i k] because there existed a process P j that advanced C j k] to C x i k], and the value was propagated to P i . P j must have set B j k] to false and this information must have propagated to P i . This value was propagated to P i without going through P k (else P k would have been advanced C k k] to a value greater than C x i k]). It is easy to see that B x i k] is false: Since P k is the only process that can change B k k] to true, P i will never see B i k] = true together with
p g veri es . Message exchanges guarantee that there will eventually be a communication event " y j such that for all k, 1 k p, "
k , B k k] is set to true. From Lemma 3, once a process P h sets C h k] to C x i k], it does not change this value in the future. This implies that all the processes P h that are on the path of the message exchange from "
to " y j , sets C h k] to C x i k] and B h k] to true | none of such processes P h sets B h k] to false by advancing C h k] beyond C x i k]. Thus, all information is eventually propagated to P j , and so B y j k] holds for all k, 1 k p. 2 
The Second Algorithm
In the second algorithm, every process always keeps track of a set of intervals for all the processes such that each of the intervals veri es its local predicate. For each such set, the process checks whether all the intervals in the set are concurrent.
Overview of the Algorithm 4.1.1 Veri ed Intervals
In this algorithm, only the intervals that verify their associated local predicates are of interest. We call such intervals veri ed intervals. A new notation x?1 i is used to identify the x th veri ed interval of process P i . Thus, for each x i , there exists exactly one y i that denotes the same interval. In the rst algorithm, vector D remains the same for the entire duration of an interval. In the second algorithm, on the contrary, vector D may change once during an interval if this interval is a veri ed interval.
In order to capture causal relation among veri ed intervals at di erent processes, the following protocol is executed on D i by a process P i (1 i n): 
Logs
Each process P i maintains a log, denoted by Log i , in the same manner as in the rst algorithm. When P i veri es its local predicate L i , it enqueues the current D i before incrementing D i i] by one.
When Log i is not empty, notation D log i is used to denote the value of the vector clock at the head of Log i . Necessarily, when the log is not empty, the existence of
has already been con rmed by P i .
Cuts
Like the rst algorithm, each process P i maintains an integer vector C i and a boolean vector B i . The meaning of C i is similar to that of the rst algorithm; that is, 
Descriptions of the Algorithm
A formal description of the algorithm is given in Section 4.3. As the rst algorithm, the second algorithm consists of three procedures that are executed at a process P i . Again, we assume that the set of intervals f l 1 +1 1 ; ; l i +1 i ; ; lp+1 p g is a solution.
Extra messages are exchanged after the computation ends only if the rst solution has not been discovered yet. When P i sends a message:
Since it marks the beginning of a new interval, P i resets variable not logged yet i to true and then it sends the message along with C i , B i , and D i .
When P i receives a message from P j that contains D j , C j , and B j :
Since a new interval begins, it resets variable not logged yet i to true. As in the rst algorithm, none of the intervals at any process P k that precede
can form a set of concurrent intervals that veri es . Thus, C i is advanced to the componentwise maximum of C i and C j . To help the readers understand the algorithm, in Figure 5 , we illustrate the operation of the second algorithm for a computation similar to that one used in Figure 4 . In 
Di erence Between Both Approaches
The second algorithm can be considered an optimization of the rst one. Interval counters D and C evolve more slowly in the second algorithm and updates of both vectors occur less often. For example, vector C is not modi ed on a send action.
Each algorithm nds the rst solution in a di erent way. In the rst algorithm, each interval of the solution is located via a number of communication events that occur before the process encounters this interval. In the second algorithm, the delivered information is the number of validated interval that precede the solution.
The di erence between both algorithms is much more on the semantics and the properties of the control variables rather than on the way they are updated. For example, update of vector C is made in a similar way in both algorithms. Yet, each component is managed as a counter of interval (in the rst algorithm) or as a counter of veri ed interval (in the second algorithm). Both algorithms employ complementary approaches to nd the rst solution. In the rst algorithm, the corresponding set of interval is always concurrent (i.e., it satis es the rst criterion of the solution). In the second algorithm, the elements of the set are always veri ed intervals (i.e., the set satis es the second criterion of the solution).
A correctness proof of the second algorithm is similar to the proof of the rst algorithm. However, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 become irrelevant in the second algorithm. Instead, the following lemma becomes useful: The rest of the proof is the same as that of the rst algorithm with the de nition of interval appropriately modi ed.
A Comparison with Existing Work
Previous work in detecting conjunctive form global predicates has been mainly by Garg and Waldecker 6] and Garg and Chase 7] . Garg-Waldecker algorithm is centralized 6], where each process reports all its local states satisfying its local predicate to a checker process. The checker process gathers this information, builds only those global states that satisfy the global predicate, and checks if a constructed global state is consistent. This algorithm has a message, storage, and computation complexities of O(Mp 2 ) where M is the number of messages sent by any process and p is the number of processes over which the global predicate is de ned.
INRIA
In 7], Garg and Chase present two distributed algorithms for detection of conjunctive form predicates. In these algorithm, all processes participate in the global predicate detection on equal basis. The rst distributed algorithm requires vector clocks and employs a token that carries information about the latest global consistent cut such that the local predicates hold at all the respective local states. The message, storage, and computation complexities of this algorithm is the same as of GargWaldecker 6] algorithm, namely, O(Mp 2 ). However, the worst case message, storage, and computation complexities for a process in this algorithm is O(Mp); thus, the distribution of work is more equitable than in the centralized algorithm. The second distributed algorithm does not use vector clocks and uses direct dependencies instead. The message, storage, and computation complexities of this algorithm are O(Mn) and the worst case message, storage, and computation complexities for a process in this algorithm are O(M); thus, this algorithm is desirable when p 2 is greater than n.
The proposed predicate detection algorithm does not cause transfer of any additional messages (except in the end provided the predicate is not detected when the computation terminates). The control information needed for predicate detection is piggybacked on computation messages. On the contrary, the distributed algorithms of Garg and Chase may require exchange of as many as Mp and Mn control messages, respectively. Although the worst case volume of control information exchanged is identical, namely, O(Mp 2 ), in the rst Garg and Chase algorithm and in the proposed algorithm, the latter results in no or few additional message exchanges. A study by Lazowska et al. 11] showed that message send and receive overhead can be considerable (due to context switching and execution of multiple communication protocol layers) and it is desirable to send few bigger from performance point of view.
Concluding Remarks
Global predicate detection is a fundamental problem in the design, coding, testing and debugging, and implementation of distributed programs. In addition, it nds applications in many other domains in distributed systems such as deadlock detection and termination detection. This paper presented two e cient distributed algorithms to detect conjunctive form global predicates in distributed systems. The algorithms detect the rst consistent global state that satis es the predicate and work even if the predicate is uns-table. The algorithms are based on complementary approaches and the second algorithm can be considered an optimization of the rst one, where the vectors D and C increase at a lower rate. We proved the correctness of the algorithms. The algorithms are distributed because the predicate detection e orts as well as the necessary information are equally distributed among the processes. Unlike previous algorithms to detect conjunctive form global predicates, the algorithms do not require transfer of any additional messages during the normal computation; instead, they piggyback the control information on computation messages. Additional messages are exchanged only if the predicate remains undetected when the computation terminates.
